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My aim in this report of my botanical journey through the North and South 
Island of New Zealand is to explain my personal discoveries among the 
wide range of National Parks and Botanic Gardens of this incredible and 
still somewhat unknown and not completely understood country. This trip 
has broadened many aspects of my way of looking at a garden as well as 
the way I look at plants. Coming from RBG Kew and our amazing New 
Zealand collection, coming to the actual country and being able to botanise 
in some remote parts of New Zealand was sometimes overwhelming. The 
diversity of plants per square metre in the lush green rainforest of the 
West Coast is just incredible. I have also learnt many other ways to 
manage a Botanic Garden and seeing different approaches to gardening 
was extremely important to me when I was planning this trip. This is why 
I tried so hard to meet as many people and horticulturists as possible to 
see how they work and to reinforce the relations between New Zealand 
Horticulturist and British horticulturists. My aims before leaving were: 

- To understand more about New Zealand’s indigenous flora. 
- To improve knowledge about native flora of New Zealand, as well 

as other species of local plants and to improve my identification of 
plants. 

- To study and observe New Zealand local flora and habitats as well 
as going to many different National and Regional parks. 

- To observe the effects of habitat variation over differing 
geographical regions. 

- To gain experience visiting Botanic Gardens and learn how the 
plants are maintained in the different climates, habitats and soils in 
comparison to the UK. 

- To widen and expand upon my horticultural skills and knowledge. 
- To share information learnt with colleagues at RBG Kew, the RHS, 

the Merlin Trust and The Hardy Plant Society by writing this report. 

My objectives were already clear and thought out, these objectives 
included:  

- To visit several national parks in New Zealand situated in different 
geographical regions, such as Mount Taranaki and Egmont National 
Park, Nelson National Park, Paparoa National Park, Arthur’s Pass 
National Park. 

- To record my observations and findings from each site and compare 
the contrast between the habits of the plants and the local 
environment. 

- To visit botanic gardens, such as Wellington Botanic Garden, 
Auckland Botanic Gardens, Dunedin Botanic Gardens, Christchurch 
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Botanic Gardens and Otari Wilton’s Bush. 
- To see how the horticultural team at Hamilton Gardens are 

maintaining TeParapara and the other many gardens. 
- To see how other horticultural institutions, cultivate, propagate and 

display plants. 
- To produce a detailed report of my observations. 

The benefit for me was huge as I improved my plant knowledge of New 
Zealand and the naturally occurring hybrids. I also learnt about natural 
habitats of plants and the diversity of different habitats that we need to 
save. I have improved my own horticultural skills and knowledge and it 
has broadened my ideas about future studies and career opportunities 
there could be in New Zealand. It was a great trip to do some ‘networking’ 
with people on the other side of the planet. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

New Zealand’s indigenous flora has always inspired me and many people. 
New Zealand is also known as a fascinating destination to visit and learn 
about. Indeed, the majority of New Zealand plants are endemic to these 
islands and are found nowhere else on earth. Combining these two points, 
I decided to try to understand how New Zealand’s threatened indigenous 
flora and production methods have evolved in order to gain a greater 
insight into how a country’s flora changes and adapts to major world 
events. The wide diversity of divaricating plants also interests me a lot and 
trying to understand them was vital throughout the journey. 
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My full itinerary for this botanising trip is below: 

Day 1 (Sunday 4th August) - Waitakere Ranges Regional Park  

Day 2 (Monday 5th August) – Auckland Botanic Garden / Winter Garden / 
Franz Fernery 

Day 3 (Tuesday 6th August) – Mamaku Forest Park 

Day 4 (Wednesday 7th August) – Hamilton Garden 

Day 5 (Thursday 8th August) – Mt Taranaki, Egmont National Park 

Day 6 (Friday 9th August) – Belmont National Park 

Day 7 (Saturday 10th August) – Akatarawa and Pakuratahi Forest Park 

Day 8 (Sunday 11th August) - Wellington Botanic Garden 

Day 9 (Monday 12th August) – Ferry crossing to South Island 

Day 10 (Tuesday 13th August) – Nelson Lakes National Park 

Day 11 (Wednesday 14th August) – Paparoa National Park 

Day 12 (Thursday 15th August) – Arthur’s Pass National Park 

Day 13 (Friday 16th August) – Franz Josef Glacier 

Day 14 (Saturday 17th August) – Queenstown Botanic Garden 

Day 15 (Sunday 18th August) – Dunedin Botanic Garden 

Day 16 (Monday 19th August) – Larnach Castle and Timaru Botanic Garden  

Day 17 (Tuesday 20th August) – Christchurch Botanic Garden 

Day 18 (Wednesday 21th August) – Kaikoura  

Day 19 (Thursday 22th August) – Rest Day 

Day 20 (Friday 23th August) – Leaving from Christchurch Airport to LHR 

Day 22 (Sunday 11th August) – Landing in London Heathrow Airport 
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Waitakare Ranges 

I started my journey around New Zealand by going to Waitakere Ranges, 
only 40 km from Auckland. They are a chain of hills in the Auckland Region. 
The ranges have been mostly closed to the public to try to prevent the 
spread of the ‘Kauri dieback disease’. I was lucky enough to go to the 
Kitekite Falls. It was here, on my first day in New Zealand that I came to 
encounter the most magical tree: The Kauri tree (Agathis australis). The 
genus counts 22 species of evergreen trees. These trees used to dominate 
the upper North Island. The A. australis is a very dominant tree with the 
first branch usually being at least 20 m high. They can grow up to 50m or 
more and have a trunk with a diameter of 7m. The forest of Kauri trees 
used to be massive with more than 1.2 million hectares that existed before 
Europeans came to New Zealand. Nowadays, the 142 hectares of kauri 
forest are threatened and have been regarded as vulnerable in the country 
since 2018. These forests have a diverse range of New Zealand native 
plants under the canopies. These may include Taraire (Beilschmiedia 
tarairi), Northern Rata (Metrosideros robusta), Rimu (Dacrydium 
cupressinum), Towai (Weinmannia silvicola), and Makamaka (Ackama 
rosifolia). I also saw a few specimens of Nikau Palms (Rhopalostylis 
sapida). These amazing palms are endemic to New Zealand and are the 
only native palm on the New Zealand mainland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The Nikau Palm is naturally a forest 

species, either coastal or inland. It 

takes a long time to grow, up to 15 

years or more before starting to grow 

a trunk. The fronds attain 2 to 3 m 

before the palm begins its slow upward 

progression. The young leaf buds and 

flower stalks were eaten by Maori and 

first European settlers. The Nikau 

grows up to 15 m tall with 3 m long 

fronds sitting on their top. They flower 

throughout the entire year. The nectar 

is mainly enjoyed by insects but birds 

such as Tui, Bellbirds and Silvereyes 

also pollinate the Nikau Palm. 
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Auckland Botanic Gardens 

On the second day of my trip, I visited the Auckland Botanic Gardens. This 
was an educational start to the trip as it made me more familiar with the 
families and the species/genus of the NZ natives. This 64-hectare garden 
includes 10 hectares of native woodland. In these woodlands, we find 
many different native species. On a walk through the woodland we can 
find over 170 other species of native plants including some very special 
specimens such as the epiphytic orchid Earina autumnalis. The garden is 
very diverse with many different sections explained below: 

- Gondwana Arboretum 

Most people know about Gondwana, but they don’t know so much about 
the plant families coming from South America, Africa, Arabia, Madagascar, 
India, Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica growing there. This 
arboretum contains a fabulous collection of Araucariaceae that we are not 
used to seeing in the UK. The Kauri (described above) is indeed in this 
family as are the Araucaria heterophylla (native to Norfolk Island). As soon 
as I got off the plane, I was struck by these amazing conifer trees. These 
trees were planted in 2000 and have grown an outstanding one metre a  

 

year and are now 19 m tall. The first specimens of Araucaria were brought 
to New Zealand from Norfolk Island in the 1840s. They are now grown 
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mostly as street plants or in people’s back gardens. Many Gondwana 
species are now threatened in the wild by pathogens and due to the loss 
of their habitat. New Zealand possesses only one species of the 
Araucariaceae family: Agathis australis. Research is being undertaken at 
Auckland Botanic Garden to try and find a cure against the Kauri dieback 
disease (Phytophthora agathidicida). Forest trials established in 2012, 
testing phosphite for kauri dieback control, provided promising results with 
a demonstration of a curative effect, although these trials were all carried 
out with trees in the ‘ricker’ (juvenile) size class, mostly 15-35 cm 
diameter. Since then trials on bigger, more mature trees have been carried 
out with some success. In fact, in the Waitakare Ranges, 18 trees with 
trunks between 0.6 m and 2.4 m in diameter were injected with phosphite 
and after two and half years, only three out of the eighteen trees have 
died. The others show no loss of canopy or spread of the disease. This is 
extremely positive but much more money and time needs to be spent on 
finding a viable treatment for the Kauri dieback disease as the majestic 
Kauri tree is facing extinction.  

- Native forest 

The native forest in the Botanic 
Garden is a treasure as it is the 
last part of original remnant 
forest and represents almost all 
that is left of the alluvial flat 
forests common in Manukau in 
pre-human times. This 
paradisiacal place was protected 
by generation of farmers who 
owned the land before the 
Auckland Botanic Garden took 
over.  Walking along the tracks, 
mature Rimu (Dacrydium 
cupressinum), Kahikatea 
(Dacrycarpus dacrydioides), 
Miro (Prumnopitys ferruginea) 
and Matai (Prumnopitys 
taxifolia) can be seen shading 
the streams, nikau palm and the 
tree fern groves. It is an exact 
and natural representation of what the Auckland region must have looked 
like before all of the concrete buildings took over. This native forest is a 
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biodiversity treasure trove, native birds feel at home whilst the 
horticulturists here collect some of the high-priority seeds (mostly 
podocarps as they are threatened throughout NZ) for the New Zealand 
Indigenous Flora Seed Bank. This seed bank was set up after the 
Memorandum of Collaboration between the New Zealand Plant 
Conservation Network and the Millennium Seed Bank in Kew. 

 
- Conservation work and threatened native plant trials 

New Zealand’s flora is a hotspot of biodiversity 
as most of the flora only grows there, but it is 
threatened and increasingly rare. The threatened 
native plant trials garden is extremely important 
to help us understand more about how rare and 
endangered NZ flora is and how we can sustain 
it. The horticulturists are growing a replica of a 
New Zealand flora as seen in the wild. They have 
some of the rarest plants of New Zealand such 
as Pennantia baylisiana and Tecomanthe 
speciose. These were devastated by goats which 
are now long gone. There is only one of each of 

these plants growing in the wild but Tecomanthe speciose is now widely 
used in people’s backyard as an ornamental vine. This trial garden is also 
used to build up stock for reintroduction in the near future.  

 

The Winter Garden and Franz Fernery 

Still in Auckland, I came across the winter garden 
on my way back from the Botanic garden. It was 

a really nice surprise. For 
any fern-lover the Franz 
Fernery is a must-see. 
Located in central 
Auckland, it is a secretive 
garden just next to the 
Winter garden. Composed 
of one big glasshouse, it is 
heated and humidified to 
create a tropical 
rainforest biome. I identified many tropical plants 
that we grow in RBG Kew. It is kept to seasonal 
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ornamental bedding and a permanent collection such as some Nepenthes 
as well as Nymphaea sp. and Victoria sp. Inside the second compartment 
of the glasshouse, we can see a display of different types of bedding with 
some very interesting examples such as using kitchen gardening plants 
like chards (Beta vulgaris) and ornamental cabbage. 

Outside the Winter Garden Domain, we arrive at the Franz Fernery. A small 
sunken garden trying to imitate a valley where any type of ferns could 
thrive. The collection is composed of some 80 native species from all over 
New Zealand. The garden is shaded by the massive tree ferns - Dicksonia 
fibrosa, D. squarrosa, Cyathea dealbata… - as well as some old wooden 
beams. This is where I saw a Ptisana salicina for the first time, known as 
king ferns. Its starchy rootstock was used by the Maori as food. The fronds 
can grow up to an astonishing 5 metres if grown in the right conditions. I 
also identified some Earina mucronata growing on Dicksonia squarrosa. 
Selaginella sp. was growing on most of the tree ferns and stones. It was 
a beautiful winter sunny afternoon which made the visit of this garden 
even more pleasant. 

 

Kamai Mamaku Forest Park 

After leaving Auckland, I headed southeast to get to the Kamai Mamaku 
Conservation Park. This is situated in the high northern part of the Kaimai 
range which is covered by a sheet of ancient volcanic rock. The flora in 
the park is really diverse going from low altitude forest (where I went) to 
wind battered scrubland and grassland. The park also has a very special 
trait to it as it marks the norther limit of the red beech and silver beech 
(Nothofagus fusca and N. menziesii). The forest has a very unique and 
highly significant combination of semi-coastal and montane plant species. 
The forest is extremely wet which makes it a moss, lichens and liverworts 
paradise. I observed some Hymenophyllum lyallii for the first time, this 
tiny fern has fronds only 2 to 3 cm across. They can be easily mistaken to 
liverwort. This amazing diversity of plant was seen on a 5-hour hike with 
the purpose of botanising and getting to know the native families and 
genera better. The tracks I used during my hike were created by Maori to 
find food and medicine in the forest. Leptospermum scoparium was used 
as a sedative and to treat skin diseases and problems. Hatakere 
(Phormium tenax) had another purpose in Maori medicine, when the seeds 
were crushed and the oil was then used for its essential fatty acids.  
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Hamilton Gardens 

Hamilton Gardens is often ; 
mlàpoo)àçp^ù*0.2.13thought 
of as being a botanic garden, 
but the Operation Manager 
there, Gus Flower, prefers 
saying that this special garden 
has the unique concept of 
concentrating on the different 
types of garden design for the 
past 4000 years. Looking back 
before the settlement of the 
Europeans, the garden was 
used as a centre of horticulture 
with crops growing along the 
river. In the 1960s it was used 
by the council as the city’s main 
rubbish dump. Despite this 
inauspicious beginning, it has 
now become a luxuriant garden 
with 23 different inner gardens. 
The site is 53 hectares and has 
big plans to develop further with the idea of opening 5 new gardens in the 
next 5 to 7 years. Te Parapara Garden is the only New Zealand Maori 
traditional productive garden. It was designed based on the knowledge of 
local Maori population. The major crop is the sweet potato (Ipomoea 
batatas) but there also is many more native plants that can be used as 
resources or as food. Most of the plants seen there have an important 
cultural significance.  

The Concept Garden is designed using a land use map with different 
pattern and colours. Gus, who overlooked the design and the instauration 
of this garden told me: “The nine different square panels in that garden 
represent the key of a New Zealand land use map showing: pasture, bush, 
urban area, coniferous forest, tussock grassland, horticulture, scrubland, 
wetland and water.”  
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The Maori customarily smeared the dead with the red ochre to give them 
high status and this is the reason why the trunk of these Alectryon 
excelsus (Titoki) have been painted with ochre as their own mark of 
distinction. 

 

Mount Taranaki and Egmont National Park 

After this illuminating visit with Gus, I went to Mount Taranaki which is 
located in the Egmont National Park. This 33.534-hectare park contains 
three volcanic cones. The oldest larva flows on Mount Taranaki are 
preserved in the west, but erosion has removed a number of older flows 
and has created forms along a number of different climate and 
biodiversity. We can go through some lowland forest, sub alpine forest; 
alpine shrubland and finally alpine plants. It is an important park nationally 
because it contains a diverse range of flora that has developed in an 
environment of volcanic activities. The vegetation here changes quickly 
over small differences in altitude compared to the other places. The 
weather here is very wet with a very high rainfall and mild coastal climate, 
this has allowed a lush rainforest to develop. From tall Rimu and Kamahi 
trees at lower altitudes through dense subalpine shrubs, the park is very 
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unique in special way. The trees in this rainforest are primarily 
Weinmannia racemosa. What happened is that they started their lives 
growing on other trees, and as time and volcanic explosions went by, their 
trunks and branches grew through and around the original trees. These 
original trees were mainly Podocarpus totara and Metrosideros robusta. 
This is the reason why these forests trees have such gnarly and twisted 
forms. The W. racemosa are covered by all sorts of hanging mosses, ferns, 
lichens and liverworts. This is due to the very high humidity of this 
temperate rainforest. The trees are really amazing, they contain a whole 
biodiversity refuge on every single one of them. The sub-alpine shrubland 
is amazing, hiking to the Hooker Shelter on the Fanthams Peak Track, I 
was surrounded by many typical New Zealand sub-alpine plants. These 
included: Dracophyllum longifolium, Ozothamnus vauvilliersii, Halocarpus 
bidwillii, Phyllocladus alpinus, Phormium cookianum, Hoheria lyallii. The 
H.lyallii is one of the only deciduous New Zealand trees and is only found 
in Mount Taranaki and in the South Island. On the way there, I saw a 
beautiful Earina mucronata.  

When I returned to the visitor centre, I decided to do another hike in the 
lower part of the rainforest. It was beautiful, there was a waterfall that 
has created a little micro-climate around it. Here, I saw for the first time 
in the wild, Cordyline indivisa. It was a pleasure seeing this plant as I know 
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and love the specimens in Logan Botanic Garden (RBGE). It’s a palm-like 
small upland tree with a few erect branches that have tufts of wide pointed 
blueish-green leaves. These are 1-2 m long by 10-15 cm wide. It is known 
as the broad-leaved cabbage tree or mountain cabbage tree. 

 

Akatarawa Forest 

The Akatarawa Forest covers hill country between Upper Hutt and 
Paraparaumu, North of Wellington. Māori used the forest for hunting and 
food collecting. It was also used as an easy trail to and from the Hutt 
Valley. The native forest of the area, covering approximately 14,000 
hectares, has changed massively since European settlement. These 
changes have been brought about by the introduction of animals, fires and 
the logging of native timber such as Rimu (D.cupressinum). In what is left 
of the native forest, absolutely incredible ferns of all sorts can be found. 
The forest is located in a steep-sided stream gully in kamahi forest. Here, 
the ground is sufficiently high and shaded to be permanently cool and wet. 
This is a perfect environment not only for ferns, but also for mosses and 
liverworts. In the space of no more than half a kilometre, I saw examples 
of almost all of New Zealand’s range of ferns. Tall and proud tree ferns 
(Cyathea medullaris, C. dealbata) line the roadside; hard ferns (Blechnum 
novaezelandiae), spleenworts (Asplenium oblongifolium, A. flaccidum) and 
kidney ferns (Trichomanes renifirme) are seen on the drier ridge tops. 
Filmy ferns (Hymenophyllum sp and Trichomanes sp) smother the trunks 
of almost every tree.  

 

 

Pakuratahi Forest 

The Pakuratahi Forest is found on the western side of the Remutaka 
ranges north of Upper Hutt and Wellington. It includes lands in the Kaitoke 
basin. Just over 8000 hectares, this water collecting area is a key in the 
chain of large forests covering the Akatarawa, Tararua, Remutaka ranges. 
Mainly native bush, the forest also contains some 775 hectares of exotic 
plantation stands in the northern part. On my hike, I followed the track 
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through tall Rimu, Matai, Kahikatea and Tawa 
forest. Then the track climbed through hard 
and black beech (Nothofagus solandri) forest. 
I then had to go through a grove of mature 
eucalyptus trees. The hike finished on 
Podocarp/tawa bushes. It is a typical kind of 
track you would find in the North Island, 
extremely luxuriant and green, ferns and 
liverworts acting as ground cover and 
epiphytes. 

  

Wellington Botanic Garden 

Before leaving to the South Island, I stayed a couple of days in Wellington 
to visit the botanic garden and Otari Wilton’s Bush. I spent my first day in 
the Wellington Botanic Garden which was a peaceful way to spend the last 
few days in the north island. There are around 26 hectares of amazing 
views and 150 years of history as well as unique landscapes, exotic forests, 
native bush, spring and summer colour floral displays and beautiful 
specialist garden here. Everything is beautifully displayed, and the 
collections are really impressive with a great collection of Australian plants 
as well as a large reserve for native plants of New Zealand. They also 
possess a collection of South African alpine plants, which are presented in 
a wonderful rock garden. They have a diversity of plant from Yucca sp to 
Sempervirens sp to Agave sp and Aloe sp. We could see a large heated 
Victorian-style glasshouse from the Lady Norwood Rose garden. This 
garden has over 3000 different types of roses in 110 distinct beds. When 
in full bloom, it is so amazing that the garden was recently awarded the 
prestigious World Federation of Rose Societies Garden of Excellence 
Award. The Begonia House also had some amazing orchid displays. 
Tuberous Begonia, Cyclamen, and other seasonal ornamental displays can 
also be seen. Some of the garden trees are as old as the garden itself, and 
some of them are the oldest exotic trees in Aotearoa.  

 

Otari Wilton’s Bush 

A partner garden of Wellington Botanic Garden, Otari Wilton’s Bush, it 
offers a unique and incredible botanical experience of native New Zealand 
plant species as well as hybrids and cultivars. From mainland to off-shore 
island plants, this Botanic Garden has a significant importance in the 
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conservation of the NZ flora. Indeed, 1200 native plants are displayed in 
a 100-hectare park, it is situated in the Kaiwharawhara Stream catchment, 
a unique area in that it possesses the only remaining primitive broadleaf-
podocarp forest within Wellington City. I was very interested in this garden 
as it is the only New Zealand garden dedicated entirely to native plants. 
Conservation, research, education and recreation are the four main focal 
points of this garden. Indeed, seedlings of threatened species are 
propagated and kept in the gardens as part of their conservation 
programme. They also return some of the plants to the wild as part of 
different reintroduction programmes. The staff at Otari Wilton’s Bush play 
a key role in the New Zealand Indigenous Flora seed bank programme 
through collecting seeds. They also assist local people with training in seed 
collection. The researchers there use the plant collection to study many 
different topics such as plant ecology, economic potential and 
classification. The major plant collection is labelled to help visitors better 
identify New Zealand flora. Leonard Cockayne, probably New Zealand’s 
greatest botanist, started the plant collections in 1926. His aim was to set 
up a collection of only New Zealand indigenous plants. They were, and still 
are, displayed in family groups and ecosystems representing different 
region of New Zealand. The major part of the collection has been 
propagated by cuttings or seeds collected from their original habitats to 
keep the populations true. I saw some species of Doodia squarrosa whose 
natural population is in decline and is now at risk and uncommon to see 
in its natural habitat. On my walk along a riverbank, I noticed a bunch of 
little bright green leave that looked a bit like a plant I had read about 
before leaving to New Zealand. This plant, after further identification, was 
Mentha cunninghamii. It is also now at risk and declining in the wild. An 
hour further along the tracks, I arrived at a part where the paths diverge, 
either going up to agriculture scrubland with grazing sheep or going on to 
see an 800-year-old Rimu. I decided to do both, the grassland was just 
like typical Scottish landscape with predominantly heather and a few 
Phormium tenax. On the way back to the old Rimu, I bumped into another 
champion tree there, a 400-year-old Kahikatea tree piercing through the 
canopy like a tower. A few hundred meters away the famous eight-century 
old Dacrydium cupressinum was standing proudly. It is truly majestic and 
overwhelming seeing such an old remarkable tree. The number of 
epiphytes growing on it was mesmerising. The combination of the old age 
of the tree and the temperate climate of New Zealand has created a whole 
new ecosystem and a place of biodiversity growing and living on the 
branches of this 50 m tree. Just thinking of this tree started growing at 
the beginning of the Maori settlement on the island, going through the 
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European colonisation and intensive deforestation and being saved from 
any kind of harm by its inclusion in this amazing botanic garden, was 
astounding. Otari-Wilton’s Bush used to be covered with mature podocarp 
forests. Maori used the forest to hunt. After European colonisation, some 
of the old and champion trees were removed to be used as timber and 
some were also just burnt off to create more land for farming. One of the 
first landowners kept 17 acres and fenced it off.  

In the garden part, the horticulturist had many different ecosystems. One 
area was composed exclusively of Pseudopanax ferox, all at different 
stages of maturity. These amazing odd looking plants grow with a single 
straight stem for many years. Along this stem, leaves are tough and woody 

with fierce hooks along the sides. When the P. ferox reaches a certain 
height, it changes shape and turn into a small branching tree. The leaves 
also change and become shorter, softer and lose the hooks. The culprit 
behind this adaptation is probably the Moa. This massive flightless bird 
used to be endemic to New Zealand. They would reach 3.6 m and were 
the dominant herbivore in the forest, scrubland and sub-alpine scrubland 
for thousands of years. They went extinct due to over-hunting by the 
Maori. The Moa wouldn’t eat the juvenile leaves and by the time the leaves 
are short and soft, the moa couldn’t reach them anymore. Another part of 
the garden was dedicated to the diversity of New Zealand divaricating 
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plants. In fact, in NZ plants, divarication is often seen by leaves that don’t 
expand properly while the flowers are often hidden in the centre of the 
plant and never near the tips. For most divaricating plants, this strange 
but fascinating growth habit is permanent, though there are still a number 
of different species in which this divarication occurs only at the juvenile 
stage of the plant. The large number of species with this growth habit in 
New Zealand can be explained by two main theories. The first one 
suggests that divarication has evolved as a defence mechanism against 
the browsing of the now extinct Moa. To come back to this first theory, 
the twiggy leafless exterior is thought to be less attractive to the Moa, it 
also made it very difficult for the big beaks of the Moa to rip material of 
the plant. The other theory is that divarication evolved as an adaptation 
to withstand harsh exposed situations. Indeed, the leaves and flowers only 
occur in the middle of the plant and so are less likely to be damaged by 
the wind and the frosts.  
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SOUTH ISLAND 

 

After being absolutely thrilled by the views on my ferry crossing from North 
Island to South Island, I was even more struck by the natural beauty of 
this island with its amazing geological formations. South Island, also called 
Te Waipounamu by the locals, is the largest in surface area of the two 
islands of New Zealand. The North Island is smaller but much more 
crowded. It is surrounded to the north by Cook Strait. To the west by the 
Tasman Sea, and to the south and east by the Pacific Ocean. The South 
Island covers 58,084 square miles. It has a temperate climate. It has a 
32%-larger landmass than the North Island though only 23% of the 
population of New Zealand inhabitants live there. This is the reason why 
it has many more luxuriant and untouched landscapes.  

 

 

Nelson National Park 

The first day exploring in the South Island was in the beautiful and unique 
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Nelson Lakes National Park. It has an incredible amount of different 
ecosystems such as alpine landscapes, rough peaks, dense Nothofagus sp 
forests (called Beech forests by the locals), sub-alpine forests and glacial 
lakes. The park itself is composed of compact mountain ranges separated 
by wonderful alpine lakes and forested valleys. It is here that the 
remarkable Southern Alps start. The two lakes of Rotoroa and Rotoiti form 
the heart of the 102,000-hectare national park. Park staff and volunteers 
are all working hard on the Rotoiti Nature Recovery Project aiming to 
restore approximately 5000 hectares of the mystical, yet astonishing 
beech forests on the shores of Lake Rotoiti. On my hikes, I went through 
dominating beech forests. Closer to the lakes in the forests, the beech 
forests are composed of red beech (Nothofagus fusca) and silver beech 
(Nothofagus menziesii), which grow at altitudes up to 1050 metres and 
1200 metres respectively. On higher slopes, the soil is thinner and this is 
where the small-leaved mountain beech (Nothofagus solandri var 
cliffortioides) takes over. Scattered around the forest, I occasionally saw 
some Totara, and a range of different shrubs. Most of them present some 
kind of divarication that has evolved as a defence against moa. Ferns and 
mosses thrive on the forest floor where sunlight is restrained, and 
dampness is constantly found on the ground. On climbing higher, the 
forests give way to scrubland and herb fields. I could see the scrubland 
from the lake level, but they were mostly covered with snow and the great 
Nothofagus forest were more my concern. Staff in the visitor centre and 
research centre informed me that when the snow melts in spring, the 
major white fields turn into an explosion of alpine grasses and carpet 
plants. We can also spot some tall tussocks covering the hard broken rock. 
In shadier and damper spots in early summer, yellow buttercups and white 
daisy blooms can be seen on the mountain floor. I was also shown some 
of the herbarium species. This was really special because I managed to 
key out many different plants that I couldn’t identify beforehand. Outside 
the visitor centre some Coprosma obconica was growing. This species was 
first stated as declining in 2004 and is now at risk, threatened, and 
nationally vulnerable. This is due to the continuous loss of podocarp 
forests and the competition with invasive weeds becoming nationally a 
bigger problem to deal with on a daily basis. On my walk in the ‘beech’ 
forests, I saw many Tree Fuchsia (Fuchsia excorticata), a common 
deciduous tree of lowland to sub-alpine forests. Here, it is found growing 
only next to the streams or bordering the lake. It was only just starting to 
flower when I visited. A very specific feature of this tree fuchsia is that it 
flowers not only from among the leaves, but also from the trunk and on 
the branches. This is a specific trait of tropical plants, indeed, a lot of 
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tropical trees flower from their trunks. This can lead us to believe that it 
must have been an adaptation of that plant that made it grow in tropical 
conditions and then adapt to cooler temperate environments. M. J. A 
Simpson, on a survey for the New Zealand Journal of Botany, found 152 
different types of mosses and approximately 99 hepatics. The landscape 
is perfect for the growth of bryophytes, having an average annual 
precipitation of 870 mm and extremely temperate climate – during the 
hottest month, it is about 18°C and during the coldest month, it is 8°C on 
average. I found the variations between the multiple Nothofagus sp 
extremely interesting during my time in Nelson, so I am going to try and 
explain the differences between them in more detail. Silver beech (N. 
menziesii) has thick and roughly circular leaves, around 0.5 -1.5 cm long 
and wide. We can also see rounded marginal teeth. The leaves of red and 
hard beech are similar to each other approximately 2 - 4 cm long by 1.5-
2.5 cm wide and has marginal teeth. Hard beech has slightly thicker leaves 
with 8 to 12 teeth per side compared with 6 to 8 for red beech. Black and 
mountain beech have small smooth-margined leaves, hairy below, 1 - 1.5 
cm long by 0.5 - 1 cm wide. Generally speaking, silver, hard and red beech 
may become large trees reaching a height of 30 metres or more with 
trunks of 2 metres or more in diameter. Against the dark green of the 
foliage, we can often see certain mistletoes which commonly use the 
beeches as a home. Peraxilla colensoi, usually found on silver beech has 

bright red flowers. Whereas Alepis 
flavida with orange-yellow flowers 
used to be common, but the 
population of this species has now 
been destroyed by opossums. It is 
very interesting to note that the 
silver beech stands apart from the 
other species in many aspects. 
Indeed, each leaf of a silver beech 
generally lasts several years 
before falling whereas those of the 
other species only last for one 
year. N. menziesii is the only 
species attacked by a fungus, 
Cyttaria. Silver beech has a 
different form of pollen grain than 
the other species. In his 
memorandum, L. Cockayne said 
“Hybridism occurs to an 
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astonishing extent in the genus”. Natural hybrids have often been 
observed involving all species apart from silver beech. These hybrids have 
all been identified and named based on DNA data. On the hike through 
the beech forest, I could see a very dark sooty mould growing on the black 
beech, this is where their name comes from. Against the darkness of the 
fungus was a really easily noticeable insect. What I could actually see was 
only the anus of that insect. The beech scale insect lives in the bark of 
beech trees drawing off the sap. The insect then excretes sugary liquid 
drops, known as honeydew. The native insect plays a vital role in the food 
supply for a range of native bird and insect species. Beech scale insects 
infest all species of beech tree apart from the silver beech. They are 
particularly common on beech in the lower forests of the Southern Alps. 
The honeydew drops have a very high sugar content and are an important 
energy source for birds. Other animals also feast on the precious nectar.  

 

Paparoa National Park 

After an amazing time trying to understand a bit more about the 
fascinating native Nothofagus sp, I travelled South towards Paparoa 
National Park. This park 
was established in 1987 
and is divided into 
luxuriant coastal 
forests, limestone cliffs 
and canyons. The 
Paparoa Ranges are 
absolutely stunning and 
overlook the whole 
park. The highest peak 
of the Ranges is 1501 
metres and there are a 
number of other peaks 
higher than 1200 
metres. This makes a 
microclimate between 
the coast and the 
mountain range. Limestone lies beneath most of the park and it is the 
reason why the area has such amazing landforms. On the coast I went to 
see an amazing natural geological formation, called Pancake Rocks. They 
started forming 30 million years ago when lime rich fragments of dead 
marine creatures were deposited on the seabed then overlaid by weaker 
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layers of soft mud and clay. At Dolomite Point, I went on a loop track to 
see the Pancake Rocks and the flora and fauna there. I saw a Euphorbia 
glauca standing right in the middle of a massive clump of Phormium tenax. 
It was really special to see this plant because it is now considered to be 
an endangered species. Indeed, it is now found in only a few small coastal 
areas of New Zealand. On the walk, I saw an amazing quantity of last 
summer’s flax flower spikes. This was due to a mast year last summer. 
Locals told me the whole coast was covered by this amazing bright red 
carpet of flax flower. These palms get pollinated mostly by insects but 
some birds such as the Tui (Prosthemadera noaeseelandia), Bellbird 
(Anthomis melanura) and the Silvereye (Zosterops lateralis) really enjoy 
the nectar too and pollinate the 
plants at the same time. The seeds 
though are dispersed by many 
more native birds. On my way up 
through the Pororari River Track, I 
saw a big collection of Earina 
mucronate in the park. They most 
often grow on Nikau Palms as well 
as Cyathea dealbata. The Nikau 
Palms showed that they inhabited 
the same ecosystem, with Earina 
growing on their trunks like some 
of the native tree ferns. The fronds 
were used by the Maori as a 
material for thatching roofs and 
the leaves were woven into mats, 
baskets and bags, whereas the 
centre shoot was steamed and 
eaten. This custom unfortunately 
kills the tree. The quantity of these 
palms creates a very subtropical feeling to the forest. A final fact about R. 
sapidais that that it varies greatly depending on its location and distance 
from the coast. I saw some specimens with many green fronds below, 
whereas after reaching above the canopy, they turn into their typical, 
easily recognizable, shuttlecock shape. The flora within the park is 
extremely varied. This is due to the mild climate and the high fertility of 
the soil. Near the coast, the broadleaf forest mostly dominates the horizon. 
I could see many fruiting Freycinetia banksia. This New Zealand climbing 
shrub, though most common in the North Island, it is seen everywhere in 
Paparoa National Park. Maori used the leaves for woven cloth as well as 
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wall panels and baskets. It produces a very sweet tasting fruit and it is 
regarded as “the best delicacy in the native bush”. Birds, rats and possums 
also consider it as a treat, and they compete for the precious fruit. Large 
rata trees (Metrosideros robusta) emerge above the forest canopy. They 
are threatened by possums. In fact, the possums have a strong preference 
for species like Rata. Unfortunately these trees cannot tolerate being 
nibbled and even young trees, although they can generally survive for 
longer, will eventually die if their foliage is eaten too regularly. As we see 
possum numbers increasing alarmingly fast in the New Zealand forests, 
the threat to Rata is even greater. Inland, the forest is mainly a 
composition of hard, red and silver beech, mixed with Rimu and other 
podocarps, which grow higher up above the Nikau Palm dominated 
forests.  

 

Arthur’s Pass National Park 

In the heart of the Southern Alps, Arthur’s Pass is recognizable with its 
high mountains, steep gorges and wide rivers. I went to the eastern slope 
where Mountain beech dominates. The general distribution of mountain 
beech shows it is a surprisingly flexible species capable of growing from 
sea level to altitudes of more than 1500 metres, in both dry and boggy 
conditions. Mountain beech thrives on poor soils and is fast to regenerate 
after storm damage and slips. There are some areas of silver beech in the 
upper poulter valley, and also pockets of red beech halfway up the 
mountain slope. 
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There is little understorey in the drier south-eastern areas of the park, but 
if you go to the west side of the park, the beech forest becomes more 
complex with small trees such as broadleaf Koromiko (Hebe salicifolia), 
tree daisies (Oleria arborescens) and ribbonwoods (Hoheria angustifolia). 
It was a cold but very sunny day; the snow reflected the sun in the forest. 

 

I came with the hope to see some alpine plants, but the ground was 
covered with snow. Many Phormium cookianum were covering the 
understory along with many fern species.Above the bush line, I could see 
some snow tussocks. On my hike along the river, I met two arborists 
working for the conservation department of New Zealand National Parks. 
They were doing one of their yearly survey involving following every forest 
track in the national park to look for any hazardous trees or branches. 
They were cutting a tree down when I had a chat with them. We spoke 
about how New Zealand manage its National Parks. The more senior man 
told me that NZ park authority just requires the tracks to be surveyed once 
to twice a year depending on the state and the maturity of the woodland, 
and the weather – some parks are challenged by really harsh winds and 
extremely cold conditions. After cutting any tree or limbs, they believe in 
leaving the wood in its natural place, which means where they cut it. This 
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approach is extremely good for the natural world as it creates new little 
biodiversity pockets where all sorts of mosses, lichens, liverworts and ferns 
thrive. The temperature was 2°C when I was hiking, and they worked 
every day in any conditions apart from life-threatening weather. The other 
lad carrying the MS150C-E Stihl chainsaw told me that it was: “A very 
physical and demanding job, but I absolutely love it. Working in the 
National Parks of New Zealand, I’ve learnt so much more about our native 
fauna and flora.”  

I saw many Pseudopanax ferox on the way. Even if most of the plants 
were under a cover of fine snow, there were still many shrubs and trees 
to look at. The majority of non-deciduous trees in NZ forests makes their 
identification easier. The track I was following was all part of a protected 
area used for the Kiwi conservation project. This makes it interesting as 
we can see plants as they would grow if all the possums, deers, rabbits 
and rats weren’t such a common pest in New Zealand’s forests. The trees 
I saw in this park are the following: Mountain Beech (Fuscospora solandri), 
Red Beech (Fuscospora fusca), Silver Beech (Lophozonia menziesii), 
Mountain Ribbonwood (Hoheria angustifolia) and Lancewood 
(Pseudopanax crassifolius).  

 

Franz Joseph Glacier 

I decided to visit this glacier to see what kind of plants would grow next 
to it. On the way there, I also went through a typical boggy New Zealand 
lake side. Wetland once covered over two million hectares, but this has 
plummeted with 90% of them now disappeared. Growing in this wetland 
was mostly a mix of Kahikatea trees dominating the skyline giving it all a 
mysterious atmosphere. These fascinating trees have lost 98% of their 
primitive total population. They can grow up to 500 years old or more, and 
this is why they are an important tree for the locals. The understory is 
mostly a mix of Phormium tenax and Apodasmia similis. This exact spot 
close to the sea level has its own microclimate. In winter, it is most 
common to see much fog and high quantities of rainfall whereas in the 
summer, it is quite sunny but still damp. Franz Josef Glacier is an amazing 
place with what I could see of the remains of that 12-kilometre-long 
glacier. Together with the Fox Glacier 20 km to the south, and a third 
glacier, they descend from the Southern Alps to less than 300 metres 
above sea level. 
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Having shortened by 
only a few kilometre’s 
between the 1940s and 
1980s, the glacier 
entered in a new phase 
in 1984 and they now 
sometimes reduce by 
the phenomenal rate of 
70 cm a day. This 
alarming decrease is 
due to climate change 
and the rise of the 
Earth’s global 
temperature. In 1908, 
the global average 
temperature was 
13.57°C whereas in 
2016, it was 14.87°C. 
On the hike to the 

glacier, I went through another temperate rainforest. The plants were a 
combination of the endemic Dicksonia squarrosa, Pseudopanax crassifolius 
and a few canopy tree such as kahikatea and rimu. I also saw a Discaria 
toumatou which is quite unusual to see on the West Coast of New Zealand. 
Growing on the trunk of the D. squarrosa, I saw another of New Zealand’s 
beautiful native orchid – Earina mucronate. Along the glacier river, nothing 
grows as it is extremely rocky and compacted. 

 

Queenstown Botanic Garden 

On my way down to Queenstown, I said goodbye to the Indian Ocean and 
the luxuriant New Zealand coast. The further south and the further inland 
I went, the more arid the surrounding environment became. The road I 
followed mostly went through valleys and ranges of mountains would 
emerge on both sides. Some places reminded me of Norway as there is 
either a big river or a lake at the bottom of the ranges. I went past two 
stunning lakes: Lake Wanaka and Lake Hawea. These lakes presented 
much harsher conditions for the plants to grow. Being surrounded by 
steppes, the hard cold winds coming from the Indian Ocean that then are 
further cooled by the mountains, then blow extremely cold air along the 
valley on the other side of the Southern Alps. I could mostly see grassland 
with a few invasive heathers and no forests at the horizon. I finally arrived 
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in Queenstown, excited to visit the Botanic Garden there. It is a 14.75-
hectare garden situated on the edge of Queenstown. The garden is mostly 
surrounded by the Lake Wakatipu. There is a part of it being a maintained 
as high-standard garden and the rest is an arboretum with a majority of 
Pseudotsuga menziesii. The park contains 7 different heritage trees that 
are well cared for and were planted by the first mayor of Queenstown, J. 
W. Robertson in 1867. These trees are: Black Oak (Quercus velutina), Red 
Oak (Quercus rubra), Grand Fir (Abies grandis), Algerian Fir (Abies 
nordmanniana), Monkey Puzzle (Araucaria araucana), Western Hemlock 
(Tsuga heterophylla) and Giant Redwood (Sequoiadendron giganteum). 
Before European colonisation of New Zealand, the Queenstown Botanic 
Garden peninsula was a Maori settlement. 

 

Dunedin Botanic Garden 

Coming from the beautiful snowy mountains of Queenstown, I next went 
to the Dunedin Botanic Garden. Dunedin is the second biggest city of the 
South Island with approx. 130,000 inhabitants. Its name comes from the 
Scottish name Dùn Èideann meaning Edinburgh. Being a coastal city the 
climate is generally quite mild but with the possibility of some cold winters. 
The Botanic gardens are New Zealand's oldest; they were established in 
1863. After extensive flooding in 1868, the gardens were moved to their 
current site in 1869. It is situated in the north part of central Dunedin and 
is positioned on a slope. This means that the garden is divided in two main 
areas: the lower garden which is at an altitude of 25 m and the Upper 
Garden which is higher up the slope at 85 m. They present many diverse 
collections within the 69-acre gardens. The Rock garden was very nice as 
it was situated on the steep slope and resembled a real mountain 
environment. The alpine collection was very diverse with some NZ natives 
but mostly exotic alpine plants. The Echium pininana were perfectly placed 
at the top part of the rock garden – this made a beautiful transition with 
the mature trees of the arboretum which begins just behind the rockery. 
Interestingly enough, this Echium naturalized in Dunedin and its 
surroundings. The garden also has a Rose Garden, a Herb Garden, a 
Rhododendron Dell and herbaceous borders. The Rhododendron Dell was 
nicely designed in a very natural way working with the slopes and valley 
of the garden. Their collection has 128 species of Rhododendron. The 
main focus of the collections are the New Zealand natives, the Camelia 
collection, a geographic plant collection (plants that come from all around 
the world) and the alpine collection. The Geographic plant collection is 
divided into 9 different borders/gardens, all of which are designed to 
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represent a different country or region of the world. Some of the trees are 
really impressive, in the North Asian Collection, there is an amazing 
specimen of Chinese Persimmon: Diospyros kaki. Most of the plants of 
these collection were acquired through the International Seed Exchange 
Programme and then propagated in the nursery. Close to the entrance, a 
century-old Edwardian glasshouse stands proud. It is a beautiful building 
and is divided in 3 different houses: the Tropical House, the Subtropical 
House and the Cacti and Succulent House. In the first one, there is a 
selection of palms and cycads, tropical trees and shrubs, climbers 
(Thunbergia laurifolia) and plants of economic value such as banana trees 
(Musa paradisiaca), sugar cane (Saccharum officinaum) and coffee plants 
(Coffea arabica). They also possessed a specimen of Amorphophallus 
titanium in its leaf form. Many nice Hibiscus sp. where scattered 
throughout the beds 
which would have 
looked lovely in 
summer and 
throughout autumn. In 
the subtropical wing, 
there were mainly 
orchids, bromeliads 
and tender subtropical 
trees and shrubs. A 
beautiful specimen of 
Rhododendron ‘Tropic 
Glow’ was in full bloom 
on the day of my visit. 
Finally, in the cacti and 
succulent wing, a 
collection of different 
Aloe sp, Mammillaria 
bombycine, Euphorbia 
sp, Agave tequillanum, 
Yucca sp… were on 
show. 
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Christchurch Botanic Garden 

Before leaving Dunedin, I went to visit the only castle in New Zealand and 
its grounds. It was built in 1874 by William Larnach, a rich Australian 
entrepreneur. The gardens are maintained to a very high standard. The 
garden team is composed of two full time gardeners and a head gardener, 
Fiona Eadie. She redeveloped the garden into an amazing place. Its 
divided in 7 different gardens. This includes a once-lost rock garden, a 
rainforest and a South African border. The property is about 38 hectares 
and has become a top New Zealand 
destination for garden lovers. On the 
walk, there is a native plant trail that I 
followed. This consisted of 17 amazing 
NZ natives such as the impressive 
Kaka Beak (Clianthus maximus), and 
the Mountain Cabbage tree (Cordolyne 
indivisa) – this tree was planted in 
1989. It is a must-see garden for 
garden history fans and New Zealand 
flora enthusiasts. After this very nice 
walk and filled with tea, I went up the 
East Coast towards Christchurch, and 
on the way there, I stopped over for a 
night in Tamaru. A little botanic 
garden was there, mostly New 
Zealand and Australian Collections. It 
also included an aviary and a small 
South African collection along the wall of the visitor centre. There was a 
very nice specimen of Wych Elm (Ulmus glabra ‘Serpentina’) and small 
formal circular rose beds. When I finally arrived in Christchurch Botanic 
Garden, I met Luke, the curator of the New Zealand collection there. The 
Botanic Garden is about 21 hectares. He showed me around his large and 
diverse area. He’s got two gardeners working for him. On the walk around, 
we had a long chat about all of the New Zealand plants and their threats, 
and how to save them. One thing he told me was that the Kauri collection 
growing in the botanic garden did not present any sign of the kauri 
disease. The good news is that the winters are cooler in Christchurch and 
the kauri grows very well here now. The seeds are collected and sent to 
get propagated to be used in reforestation projects. Luke told me: “It is 
extremely difficult to reforest; we need to tackle the problem from another 
angle. This means that we need to protect much more land, especially on 
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the East Coast, the dairy industry is very powerful and won’t let go of the 
land, but we have to keep up the effort to conserve the remaining pockets 
of native forest here”. Luke also goes on seed collecting trips with other 
horticulturists from the Botanic Garden and then sends some seeds to the 
New Zealand Seed Banks and keep some in the garden that then get 
propagated and used to expand the New Zealand collection. The team is 
also trying to conserve the now nationally-threatened New Zealand 
mistletoe. This has had a high rate of success over the past few years 
trialling on different trees and locations. Speaking about the history of 
Christchurch botanic garden we  

 

got to speak about the Christchurch earthquake and how it affected the 
many mature trees. He told me that most of the trees adapted amazingly 
and haven’t shown any sign of damage. Of course, some trees died soon 
after the earthquake, and some also died a couple of years afterwards, 
showing really seriously damaged root systems dating from the 
earthquake. We then went to one of the borders to see a beautiful natural 
hybrid between Pseudopanax ferox and P. arboreus (also called “five-
finger”). It was really a nice little discovery as I had never seen them 
hybridising before that in the wild. Of course, they are monitored by Luke 
and he makes sure they grow nice and strong. Some of the native tree 
fuchsias were starting to bloom. They have a lovely little alpine garden, 
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with flowers all year round, a nice flowering specimen at the time of the 
visit was an Iris unguicularis ‘Mary Barnard’. The soil is extremely fertile 
here and the trees thrive. The weather of Christchurch also helps all of 
their collections to be extremely healthy and vigorous. The oldest tree in 
the gardens is the Albert Edward Oak and was planted in 1863 to 
commemorate the marriage of Prince Albert Edward and Princess 
Alexandra. This oak is already mature but seems much less impressive 
than the very wide and diverse mature tree collection. One of my favourite 
was a Cupressus macrocarpa; anamazing tree multi-branching from the 
base into massive limbs climbing through the sky. The base of this tree is 
about 4m long and the same wide, and it is only 120-years old! Among 
the other tall trees were the Sequoiadendron giganteum which was 32-m 
tall or more and was planted 150 years ago. It is in amazing health and 
many more of them were growing scattered around the park. The biggest 
tree was probably the Eucalyptus delegatensis with a circumference of 
12.3 m, and almost 40 m high. Luke then brought me to the little Alpine 
house which was closed temporarily for a change of collection, most of 
the plants were overgrown and the alpine curator and his apprentice were 
changing it completely with a bright new beautiful display. They told me 
that they had suffered quite a lot of plant theft so the house is secured 
now. Luke then brought me to the conservatory complex which includes 
Cunningham House, a large Victorian glasshouse containing an impressive 
tropical collection: a few different palms and cycads, Musa sp, Aristolochia 
sp, Thumbergia sp, Monstera sp, Begonia sp, etc. We then went to 
Townend House with its flowering plant displays and Garrick House with 
an amazing cacti collection. Gilpin House, with an orchid and carnivorous 
plant collection, was also impressive. This glasshouse had an extremely 
lucky escape as the whole structure didn’t show any sign of damage after 
the earthquakes. Only one pane of glass broke and the vast and diverse 
tropical collection within was saved. We met and talked to one of the full-
time glasshouse horticulturists who works there. There are 3 gardeners 
altogether working in the glasshouse and the fernery. The Fernery has a 
vast multitude of native New Zealand ferns including:  

- Cyathea colensoi - Mountain tree fern 
- Cyathea cunninghamii - Gully tree fern 
- Cyathea dealbata - Silver tree fern 
- Cyathea kermadecensis - Kermadec tree fern  
- Cyathea medullaris - Black tree fern 
- Cyathea milnei - Milnes tree fern 
- Cyathea smithii - Soft tree fern 
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We then went to the Central 
Rose Garden. Here they have 
more than 250 varieties of 
modern cultivar roses. 
Throughout New Zealand, Rose 
gardens are very important 
features in Botanical 
Institutions. The Heritage Rose 
Garden has a good selection of 
rambling and heritage roses. 
We finished our visit in their 
brand-new nursery facility and 
new visitor centre. We had a 
quick look around as it was 
coming to the end of the day 
and Luke had to leave. He 
showed me his little area where 
he propagates a diversity of 
New Zealand natives. There are 
many different zones with 
different biomes and plants in 
each. The Tropical Zone was amazing with a lot of back-up plants in case 
of any fatalities in Cunningham House. Overall, Christchurch Botanic 
Garden was an amazing experience with some incredible and really well-
kept collections from all around the world, as well as the staff working 
there who were all extremely kind and knowledgeable highly-trained 
horticulturists.  
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CONCLUSION AND THANKS 

I hope that this botanical journey through the North and South Islands of 
New Zealand will be of benefit to the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew and to 
myself thanks to the knowledge I have gained and will share about, among 
other subjects, new cultivation techniques associated with the endemic 
plants of New Zealand. My visits to these national parks and botanic 
institutions have helped me forge ongoing links with horticulturists and 
institutions throughout New Zealand. I have acquired a deeper knowledge 
about these endemic plants and a more general awareness about the 
importance of safeguarding New Zealand’s unique plants and gardens in 
the context of global ecological diversity.  

I would like to thank the following gardens and botanists for their help 
and support to organise this journey and for sharing their knowledge with 
me:  

Tony Kirkham, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew 

Andy Conner, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew 

Alex Little, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew 

Gus Flower, Hamilton Gardens 

Barbara Wheeler, Dunedin Botanic Garden 

Martin Staniforth, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew 

Samantha Scarratt, Wither Hills Vineyard  

Rewi Elliot, Wellington Botanic Garden 

Sandra Wotherspoon, Nelson Lakes National Park 

…and thanks too to all of the people I met throughout my journey who 
welcomed me and made the trip special. 

Very special thanks to the following institutions for their generous 
funding, without which this trip would not have been possible: 

- RHS Bursary - £2000 
- Hardy plant society - £500 
- The Merlin Trust - £1000 

 

Contacts : 
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Dunedin Botanic Garden – Barbara Wheeler (Collections Supervisor) 
Email: Barbara.Wheeler@dcc.govt.nz Phone: 03 477 4000 Mob: 027 445 
6708  

Hamilton Gardens – Gus Flower (Operations Manager) Email: 
gus.flower@hcc.govt.nz Phone: 07 9585 887 Mob: 021 775 625 

Wellington Botanic Garden – Rewi Elliot (Manager - Otari Native Botanic 
Garden and Wilton's Bush Reserve) Email: Rewi.Elliot@wcc.govt.nz 
Phone: 04 475 3245 Mob: 021 227 8169  

Nelson Lakes National Park – Sandra Wotherspoon (Biologist – Rotoiti and 
Nelson Lakes Visitor Centre) Email: swotherspoon@doc.govt.nz 
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Annexe 1 

Budget and breakdown of costs: 

Air Fare: London Heathrow to Auckland and Christchurch 
to London Heathrow 

https://www.airnewzealand.co.uk 
https://www.singaporeair.com/home.form 
   

£1250                                                               

Car hire 
https://www.holidayautos.com 

£375 

Mileage: 2600 miles fuel 
- Challenge 

https://www.challenge.net.nz 
- BP 

https://www.bp.com 
- Caltex 

https://caltex.co.nz 
- Z Energy Picton, Z Energy Richmond 

https://z.co.nz 
- Whataroa service station 

www.whataroa.org/visitors 
- Npd Green Island 

https://www.npd.co.nz 
- Apl Fuelstop Ward 

https://alliedpetroleum.co.nz 
 

£350.81 

Accommodation 
- Airbnb 

https://www.airbnb.co.uk 
- Kiwi’s Nest 

https://www.kiwisnest.co.nz 
- YHA 

https://www.yha.co.nz 
- HostelWorld 

https://www.hostelworld.com 
- Global Village Backpacker 

https://globalvillagebackpackers.co.nz 
- The Customhouse 

https://customhousenelson.co.nz 
- Piwaka Lodge and Backpacker 

https://piwakalodge.nz 

£566.94 

https://www.airnewzealand.co.uk/
https://www.singaporeair.com/home.form
https://www.holidayautos.com/
https://www.challenge.net.nz/
https://www.bp.com/en_nz/new-zealand/home.html
https://caltex.co.nz/
https://z.co.nz/
http://www.whataroa.org/visitors/
https://www.npd.co.nz/npd-retail-network/green-island/
https://alliedpetroleum.co.nz/allied-fuel-cards-nz/locations-use-fuel-card/
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/
https://www.kiwisnest.co.nz/
https://www.yha.co.nz/
https://www.hostelworld.com/
https://globalvillagebackpackers.co.nz/
https://customhousenelson.co.nz/
https://piwakalodge.nz/
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- The Dwellington 
https://www.thedwellington.com 

- Base Auckland 
https://www.stayatbase.com/hostels/base-
backpackers-auckland 

Parking fare 
- Wilson parking Auckland 

https://www.wilsonparking.co.nz 

£57.03 

Ferry fare 
- Direct ferries  

https://www.directferries.co.uk 

£110.59 

Food/stores  
- Countdown 

https://www.countdown.co.nz 
- Botanical Gardens Auckland 

www.aucklandbotanicgardens.co.nz 
- The Warehouse 

https://www.thewarehouse.co.nz 
- New World 

https://www.newworld.co.nz 
- Pancake rocks café 

https://www.pancakerockscafe.com/ 
- Four square 

https://www.foursquare.co.nz 
 

 

£574,84 

Incidental expenses – entry fees, telephone and postage 
costs, minor parking charges, refreshments for garden 
hosts etc.  

£220 

TOTAL COSTS  £3505.21 

  

MERLIN TRUST GRANT £1000 

RHS BURSARY GRANT £2000 

HARDY PLANT SOCIETY £500 

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION 
  £5.21 

TOTAL FUNDING 
£ 3505.21 

 

 

https://www.thedwellington.com/
https://www.stayatbase.com/hostels/base-backpackers-auckland/
https://www.stayatbase.com/hostels/base-backpackers-auckland/
https://www.wilsonparking.co.nz/
https://www.directferries.co.uk/
https://www.countdown.co.nz/
http://www.aucklandbotanicgardens.co.nz/
https://www.thewarehouse.co.nz/
https://www.newworld.co.nz/
https://www.pancakerockscafe.com/
https://www.foursquare.co.nz/
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Annexe 2 

List of illustrations 

Cover page: author in front of a dead stump in the Nelson Lakes National 
Park 

Page 5: View of lake Rotoiti in the morning fog. 

Page 7: photo of the lush forests of the Waitakare Ranges 

Page 8: Araucaria heterophylla, also called the Norfolk Island Pine in the 
Gondwana Arboretum . 

Page 9: photo taken in the Auckland Botanic Garden native forest 
conservation area. 

Page 10: Illustration 1: taken inside the Franz fernery, we can spot the 
wooden beams that are used for shading and support. 

Illustration 2 taken inside the warm tropic part pf the winter garden 
glasshouse. We can spot the Nepenthe sp. growing in the hanging 
baskets. 

Illustration 3 represents a specimen of Selaginella I encountered in the 
Franz Fernery.   

Page 12: picture taken on my hike in Kamai Mamaku Forest Park crossing 
over a bridge. The Dicksonia fibrosa was leaning dangerously on the river. 

Page 13: concept garden in Hamilton Gardens 

Page 14: Illustration 1 – One of the amazing trees of the Goblin forest full 
of epiphytes and all kinds of mosses and lichens in Mt Taranaki slopes 

Illustration 2- Earina mucronate, one of the 50 different New Zealand 
species growing on a tree ferns. 

Page 16:  view on a waterfall in the Wellington Botanic Garden. I liked the 
combination of plants they used 

Page 18: Illustration 1 – Divaricating plant combination at Otari Wilton’s 
Bush garden part 

Illustration 2 – The 800 year old Rimu reaching way above the canopy. 

Page 20: view of Lake Hawea in South Island took on my way to 
Queenstown 

Page 22: Beech Scale Insect seen on the hike along Nelson Lakes National 
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Park 

Page 23: Eleocarpus hookerianus along the shore of the lake Rotoiti 

Page 24: Nikau Palm fruiting in the Paparoa National Park 

Page 26: view on the Porarari river. A vey subtropical look to this forest. 

Page 28: Kahikatea and Flax growing on a wetland area West of Franz 
Josef Glacier 

Page 30: Inside the Dunedin Botanic Garden conservatory with a nice view 
on the Titan Arum leaf. 

Page 31: Cordolyne indivisa in the grounds of the Larnach Castle 

Page 32: Illustration 1 – Clianthus maximus in the Christchurch Botanic 
Garden 

Illustration 2 – The beautiful natural hybrid between Pseudopanax ferox 
and P. arboreus in Luke’s New Zealand collection 

Page 34: Luke’s little space in the brand new nursery where he propagates 
most of his plants 

Page 36: Waterfall observed on my hike in Kamai Mamaku Forest Park 

 


